Attitude toward draft resistance?

Aspects of loyalty - disloyalty issues

Are they my enemy? My brother? Why fight for the Union side?

Union casualties 1862-63

New York Draft Riot, July 13

draft (hire substitute, pay...
CLASSES
A Lighthearted Survey

The following lighthearted survey was placed in the Technique to solicit the opinions of students on "important" issues here at Tech. Students were asked to give "off the wall" answers to the following questions. This survey was not intended to be taken seriously, nor does it reflect the true opinion of the Tech community.
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Best Professor:

Transferred to UGA

“All of them” as my nose turns a haze of brown

He left before I got here

The one you couldn’t get

The only good professor is a dead professor

One with a watch

Worst Professor:

Dr. Staff — he’s a Renaissance man — teaches everything from physics to EGR.

One with a watch on test days

Choose by lottery

Any professor who recites jokes from the book

The one that replaces Dr. Staff

The ones that are still here

Dr. Yull Gettan Eff
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Safest “Thing” to Eat at ARA:

- Onion rings — it’s a good bet all the bacteria drowned in the grease
- Something bought somewhere else
- Water
- The napkins
- Sack lunch from home
- Salt and pepper
- The silverware
- Coffee cups and milk cartons
- Yogurt (nuclear waste)

Worst “Thing” to Eat at ARA:

- Anything green
- The “food”
- Anything they cook
- Anything in the “hot” line
- I don’t know what it’s called

Cereal in the little boxes
Fries
Styrofoam boxes
The trays
Inanimate “things”
I don’t know — ask the mice!
Ice
Anything that’s definitely not moving
bacon bits
Pinto bean burritos
Itza pizza
Mystery meatloaf
The turbot
Monday steak on Friday evening
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**Best Theory**

As to Why ARA Renovated:

I think I smell Clyde

Allowed Tech students to think they transferred

To disguise the scene of the crime

To use up excess money

Because it couldn’t be torn down

To give the roaches a better home

To make the lines longer

To lure freshmen and other naive people

Grease on floor layered so thick employees brought ice skates

Better use of lighting or mayonnaise — I can’t tell which yet.

To impress parents

Provide new condos and townhouses for rats
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Best Theory As to What Renovating Accomplished:

Well, prices are higher.

Apparently nothing "false insecurity"

Nothing, zip, zilch, nil, nada

Made sophomores feel like freshmen when they couldn’t find the door.

Confused the employees

Employees kept their jobs for another year.

Rapid deployment of funds that could have been used on cooking lessons.

New silverware and trays to steal "Faster" service

Fooled some of us for awhile — that is until we ate.

Added a dangerous thrill to your eating experience

Temporarily closed ARA
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Name Some Good Things About WREK:

- Its call letters
- School cancellations
- My car radio isn't tuned to it
- They play hand clapping
- They don't play industrial noise anymore
- It's not the only station
- I can't get it on my radio
- It has a range of about one half mile
- It's optional
- Now I know what kinds of music I don't like
- It's in English
- I don't have to pass over it while switching between my favorite stations
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Best Place to Park Your Car on Campus

Clyde Robbins's parking space
Not Applicable
Behind the tower in a tow zone
Double park at the EE building
Any reserved spot

Pat Crecine's driveway
Sigma Chi front lawn — no ticketing allowed!
On the football field — it's otherwise useless!

On top of Clyde Robbins
Anywhere that blocks in the GT police ticketing car
Peter's Parking Deck if it rains — there's always a space.
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Worst Place to Park Your Car On Campus

Grant Field
Lower level of Peters parking "deck"
On top of the Tech Tower
By the Pike house
In the impound lot
Techwood — in the dark
SAC pool
O’Keefe far corner — bring hiking boots
Coliseum Lot
In the library fountain
In your professor’s space
Any gravel lot (you’ll sink)
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Best Place
Blow Money

Agnes Scott
Lenox
In a wind tunnel
The Gold Club
Cheetah III

GT bookstore — it takes the least effort
Anywhere as long as she notices how much you spend
Corner of Peachtree and 4th
GT Bookstore — it’s takes the least effort

Cashier’s Office

Bar Hopping

The Mansion

ARA

Phipps

Anywhere as long as she notices how much you spend on her

Corner of Peachtree and 4th

Birmingham Turf Club — especially if you’re an owner
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Best Way to Spend a Day in the Snow:

- Play 16 500pt. games of spades
- Snuggling with a girl underneath the snow
- Sledding on road signs, ARA trays, etc.
- Inside
- A "get warm" party with Glenn
- Driving around and terrorizing the locals
- Making angels in the snow
- Running around stark naked
- In a mountain cabin in north Georgia with your favorite companion
- Playing "football"
- Chasing snowbunnies
- Ski lodge in Vermont; Napoleon Brandy; 5'4" redhead; bearskin rug...
- Having a snowball war with GT polio
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Best Pizza:

Itza pizza (yea right!)
Fellini's
Mellow Mushroom
Domino's
Pizza Inn
Pizza Hut
Pero's
Patellini's Pizza
New York
P.J.'s
Alpha pizza house and restaurant
Anywhere it's free
Son's of Italy
Mom's

Worst Pizza:

Dumpster behind A&P in Hoboken
Pizza King
Itza Pizza
Dunkin Donuts
ARA (it's a piece a . . .)
Pero's

KFC
Starvin' Marvin
Pizza is like sex — even when it's bad . . . it's good.
Off the floor
Pillsbury microwave pizza
California Pizza Kitchen
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Clyde Speaks:

Clyde speaks about bricks:
"Bricks improve the aesthetic quality of campus and are synonymous with Georgia Tech."
"Brick just makes sense."
"Brick is indigenous to the area and adds to the beauty of campus."
"We think that brick adds to the aesthetic texture."

Clyde speaks about the Tech tower "T":
"They could steal one every night and it wouldn't make a difference."
"They are not very functional."
"They make nice coffee tables."

Clyde speaks about tradition:
"It was not my intention to destroy tradition."
"Where there are historical aspects of tradition, I try to preserve them."

Clyde speaks about parking decks:
"There's nobody standing around handing out parking decks and saying 'Here's a gift.'"
"A parking deck is not really that attractive of a feature."

Miscellaneous ramblings from Clyde:
"In a few years, this place is going to look like Central Park."
"I don't subscribe to the factory campus idea."
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Best Cheer at Football Games:

Bull — Shit
Mixers — oops! that's what the vendors say
Georgia Sucks!
Go bananas . . . GO GO bananas!
Kick their Ass!
Differentials
Budweiser
Hey! Give me back my flask!
To Hell with Georgia during their song!
Yellow — Sex
Push 'em back . . . all the way to hell and back!
S-T-E-R-O-I-D-S . . . that's the way you spell success!
Who brought the fifth?

Kyung Ja Shin
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Best Excuse When You Miss a Test:

It's 1988???
My pet rock died
I . . . ah . . . had ahh . . . job interview . . . yeah that's it!
I rejected my kidney transplant
Someone stole all my clothes
Test? What test?
My dog ate my alarm clock
My mom died. Here's a note from her.
I was drunk
I overslept after studying all night . . . honest!
I was up all night fixing my HP.
It wasn't my fault that ___ (fill in the blank) 1. I had a flat 2. there was an earthquake, flood, etc. You get the idea — as long as it wasn't your fault!!

My friends played a joke on me and turned my alarm clock back 2 hrs.
Dental emergency (wear cotton balls in mouth)

I got run over by stinger
Dr. Crecine wanted my opinions on faculty promotions
Got tangled in Clyde's chains on the way over
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Best Place to Get a Beer:

From an ice cold bottle
Pero’s
PJ’s
Your neighbor’s fridge
Bash Riprock’s
The Stein Club
Where it’s free
The Pub
Taco Mac
A frat house
Manuel’s tavern
Down your throat
Back in your hometown
Out of a can
Reasons to Hate Cyber:

You have to log on occasionally
It's a @#*?! computer!
It can't get any faster
Randomly kicks you off!
Everyone else does!
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Reasons to Love Cyber:

- Registration
- VMail
- It can’t get any slower
- I didn’t want that schedule.
- None